
Film Production Role 1: Director 
Clip 1: ‘Meet My Phone’ Montage 

[Inquiry] In my short film ‘Meet My Phone,’ I aim to capture my addiction of my smartphone and metaphorically represent how people 
have tried to save me from it. I am assuming the role of director and seek to understand the technique of storytelling through montage 
filmmaking, creating new meaning through match cuts, while maintaining the clean, comedic visual style of Wes Anderson to craft a light-
hearted story about my daily mishaps with my phone. 
The simplest method of match cuts is graphic match cuts, and Wes Anderson’s signature top-down shots 
allows me to assemble clips of my using my phone in various scenarios seamlessly, while creating a sense 
of coherence. This symbolizes how my phone always occupies the center of my attention no matter where I 
go. The 1:2.4 aspect ratio also includes more background to further achieve verisimilitude (Fig. 1) 
(Lannom). 

Besides graphic match cuts, audio and movement match cuts are also great 
techniques to transition between scenes. For instance, I planned to cut my 
phone being dropped to my falling into my chair (to symbolize how 
‘interconnected’ my phone and I have become, a sign of severe addiction), 
so as a director, I annotated mini storyboards besides the script as 
production notes, so I intentionally match their framing and sound when 
shooting. I also did the same to important match cut transitions and 

establishing wide shots, usually following W.A.’s visual style of center framing and eye-level shooting (Fig. 
2) (Lannom). 

One of my other goals of the film as a director is to employ as little dialogue as possible, so symbolism of 
on-screen elements becomes crucial. For example, I determined the costume color for I and my sister to be 
red and yellow respectively, as besides being common colors in the W.A. palette, red symbolizes addiction 
and depression, while yellow alertness and freshness, metaphoric of our character in the film (Fig. 3). 
[Action] On-set, as the director, I oversaw the camerawork and actor-directions. When working alone, I 
often used a tripod with a horizontal center column to achieve perfectly top-down shots, and quickly learned 
the importance of sandbags to prevent the tripod from falling over. That perfection of framing also carried 
onto center-framing shots, where achieving true symmetry often required me to constantly adjust my tripod 
position and using the frame guides on my camera as a reference, sometimes even minor adjustments in 
post. I realized how much work can be put into visual styles that looks as deceitfully simple as W.A.’s, 
appreciating his work more (Fig. 4) (“Film & Design – Wes Anderson”). 
When working with my sister, I repeatedly stressed the importance of maintaining a child-like seriousness and 

performing actions with absolute precision. W.A. characters often have adults acting like children, and vice versa 
(e.g. The Royal Tenenbaums). These directions portrayed my younger sister as more mature than me, with the on-
set decision of having my sitting further emphasizing the ‘power’ differences (Fig. 4) (Lannom). 
Besides the visuals, as the director, I also recorded separate audio of actions on-set (e.g. footsteps and shuffling) to 
enhance the immersive experience of the film. In addition, I overlooked the props ‘department’, which required a 
cheap phone model for the phone drop to be convincing yet not damaging. I learned how to invest in the right 
places. In-post, as the director, I oversaw the editing and composing. As the script annotation has most directions 
for editing, that process did not require much extra creative work. However, I learned how to ‘cover up’ certain 
mistakes in lighting with color-grading. The overcast lighting when filming the phone-throwing scene was not ideal 
and produced odd magenta tints (very unlike W.A.). Hence, I color-graded a Sepia look mainly by desaturating and 

warming the image, producing a better look that suited the dreamy, hallucination-like mood of that scene (Fig. 3, 4). With composing, I aimed for 
a light-hearted score that has its melancholy moments and taking inspiration from Plant vs. Zombie music and Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto, it 
was a success. 

[Reflection] The strengths and weaknesses of my film are obvious. The strength is that my film managed to 
convey a clear story without employing dialogue. This is very much reminiscent of W.A.’s style, conveying emotions 
with costumes, cinematography, and editing, which makes my film stylistically rich. The weakness is that, as a 
director, my vision was ‘too broad’ for this assignment – I tried to achieve too much in 1:30 minutes. The film could 
have been more effective and ‘one-piece’ feeling if I just focused on how I used my phone everywhere. Plus, I have 
several ‘missed opportunities’, such as my sister not being more aggressive (e.g. slapping me in the face) when 
taking the phone away from me (sudden outbursts of anger is common in W.A. films) or using a low-angle shot 
instead of a eye-level shot when she throws the phone to show (in slow motion) how the phone is flying through the air. 
There are some technical problems with my film. I accidentally left my camera on IPB instead of ALL-I compression for most of the shoot, and 
the lower bitrate led to more prominent compression artifacts when I pushed the color-grading in HSL (I shot in a fake C-Log profile, which 
meant more dynamic range at the cost of color depth). Also, I relied on auto-focus for the film, which led to a visible re-focusing shot that I 
missed on-set, and severely degraded the precise aesthetic of W.A.  (Fig. 6). However, in summary, I believe I fulfilled my filmmaker intentions 
of capturing my addiction of my smartphone and metaphorically representing how people have tried to save me from it through a (almost) no-
dialogue montage short film. I believe I was balanced between maintaining a stylistic W.A. aesthetic while exploring the wonderous world of 
match cuts. However, I will aim for more precision with cinematography and editing in my next film. 

Fig. 1. Modeling after W.A.’s top-
down shots (The Grand Budapest 
Hotel).

Fig. 2. A ‘collage’ of snippets of my 
script, with annotations and mini 

Fig. 3. Red and yellow almost 
always contrast with each other, no 
matter how heavy the grading is 
(Moonrise Kingdom).

Fig. 4. Examples of symmetry 
and power differences through 
blocking and acting in my film.

Fig. 6. The camera visibly 
refocusing while I aggressively 
sat down on the chair.

https://youtu.be/d-CuolRWDxY

https://youtu.be/d-CuolRWDxY
https://youtu.be/d-CuolRWDxY
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